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Abstract

To ensure that a customer is satisfied when they purchase a product, they need to be able to 

receive assistance if the product does not work correctly or is in any other way unsatisfactory. This 

is why support is needed. There are many different types of support, but with an ever growing 

number  of  people  having  less  time  to  spare  in  their  every  day  life,  a  quick  short  answer  is  

sometimes preferred. This is why the market for Live-Chat support solutions has grown. 

The  purpose  of  this  thesis  project  is  to  develop  a  functional  stand-alone  Live-Chat 

demonstration prototype according to Askås'  demands and wishes. The demonstration prototype 

was developed using the programming language Perl, with additional functionality developed in 

jQuery, HTML and CSS. The project will be evaluated by its functionality and too which degree it  

compares to similar solutions.

The project  was  successful  in  the  development  of  a  functional  demonstration  prototype 

however further development is needed if it  is to be used as a complement to Askås' web-shop 

solution.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to create a Live-Chat module for Askås[6], which is an IT 

service  company  that  focuses  on  web-shop  development  and  integration.  The  module  will  be 

implemented as a widget for the customer side, and the support side will be completely stand-alone.

The purpose of the Live-Chat is to act as an alternative way of receiving user support. This 

project will require the development of a working Customer Client as well as a working Support 

Client with its own log-in system and user management.

Figure 1.1: System overview

The module will be written in Perl [5] with HTML [40] / CSS [41] being used for graphical 

development. jQuery will be used for dynamic changes to the content.

The finished prototype will consist of: a Customer Client, a Support Client with a database 

used for storing user information as well as an Apache Web Server [25] as displayed in figure 1.1
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1.2 Disposition

Our thesis report has the following structure.

Chapter 2: Background

In this chapter we will present the background for this thesis and give the reader a general 

understanding  of  the  technical  terms  and  software  which  we  use  in  the  chapter  regarding 

implementation/experiment.

Chapter 3: Implementation/Experiment
 

In this chapter we will present how the project was implemented. We will describe how the 

solution works, show figures of how the solution looks and describe in technical terms how we 

implemented our solution.

Chapter 4: Result and evaluation

In this chapter we will present the result of this project, discuss the problems that occurred 

and how we solved them and then we will evaluate the project.

Chapter 5: Conclusion

In  this  chapter  we will  present  our  thoughts  about  this  project,  evaluate  our  work  and 

describe the possibilities for further development.
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Chapter 2: Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will cover the background information behind the project. Section 2.2 is about 

support in general, why we use it, the different kinds of support available and what is demanded of 

a product in terms of support today. 

Section 2.3 contains information about chat history and where live-chat was first introduced. 

This section also covers modern chat applications, and their growing usage. 

Section 2.4 briefly introduces the Perl programming language. It describes Perl's history and 

the reason it became so popular.

 In  section  2.5  we  present  an  introduction  to  JavaScript  and  some  information  about 

commonly used libraries and extensions. 

In section 2.6 we present an a brief explanation to HTTP cookies and information about how 

they can be used in todays web-development.

In section 2.7 we briefly present information about databases, how and for what they are 

used. 

Finally in section 2.8 a discussion about the Live-Chat project is presented. Here the goals 

are defined and the advantages and disadvantages of the project are presented.
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2.2 Support

2.2.1 Purpose of support

Technology today needs  to  meet  a  increasing  demand  from its  users.  We have become 

dependent on smart-phones, computers and software in such a way that if they fail for some reason, 

they need to be fixed as soon as possible. Because of this, no major company today can become 

successful without effective user support. People need their products to be fixed, as the saying goes, 

yesterday.

2.2.2 Different kinds of support

There are several standardized ways of support and each company has their own way of 

dealing with customers who need assistance. As long as people have been buying products, and as 

long as those products were unsatisfactory for the customer, the need for some kind of support was 

more or less required. Before the telephone and the Internet were invented, people simply went 

back to the store where they bought the product and asked for help. That kind of support still exists 

today, but with people working and using electronic devices at home, or that they simply do not 

have the time to revisit the store, external support has grown to be the main source of support. Here 

we present the most commonly used today.

2.2.3 Phone Support

Phone support was one of the first support systems to be introduced, and is still today one of  

the support systems many prefer. Phone support is useful when people need assistance with some 

kind of walk-through or a somewhat larger issue because it is easy to ask follow-up questions if you 

do not get the result you want with the given instructions. 

When you use phone support you simply call the number the company has provided, and 

you are usually placed in a queue, depending on how many customers are currently calling in to get  

support. This annoys most people and can be quite tiresome. Most phone support systems today 

have an automated response which informs you of your current position in the queue, and even 

what the expected waiting time is, which lets you perform other activities while waiting. This type 

of support, especially for younger people, is not that popular unless it concerns a major problem, 

and often Internet-based solutions are preferred.  
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2.2.4 Email Support

Today email support is widespread, with every company at least having an email address 

and the majority have a special address for support questions such as support@companyname.com 

or similar. This is preferred to the phone support by many simply because you do not have to be 

active until you get the support you need, like you have to when you are waiting in a phone support 

queue. The customer can just send a question about a product, usually including the order-number 

in the email, and then the customer usually get an automated response that their question has been 

received and then they just wait for an answer.

Email support is one of the most commonly used type of support when it comes to online 

shopping.  You order goods online and when the packet  arrives,  you see that  your  order  is  not 

correct, you send an email with your order-number and describe your problem and the company can 

then just include the returned goods notice and you can print it out yourself, send the packet back, 

and then receive the correct order, and all this without waiting actively (in a queue).

This is a very effective method if the problem you are having is not really time-sensitive, for 

example software that is not working but you do not need to use at the moment, but you still need 

fixed. For more urgent issues like a company server not working at all where the entire company 

depends on that server to work in order to do their job, for example if the employees arrive in the  

morning and find that none of them can access their company network and because of this they 

cannot gain access to their work files,then sending an email, most of the time, simply is not fast 

enough. 

2.2.5 Live-Chat Support

Live-Chat support[1] is a rather new type of support where you run an application directly in 

your browser without having to install additional software. Live-Chat can be helpful for users of a 

specific website, often some company that sell services or products online, and with live-chat the 

owners of the website can give assistance to the user really quickly. The main use of this type of 

support is to solve small issues with ordering or similar. Live-Chat is not really optimal when it 

comes to larger questions or when the user needs more help and guidance.

Most websites that offer Live-Chat support have some fast way of accessing the chat. Some 

use a pop-up window and others have a built in chat function that loads directly when you open the 

website. For the latter type, the chat is usually minimized and as soon as you open it the live-chat 

will commence. 
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       Figure 2.1: An example of a Live-Chat window [7]

Live-Chat support solutions today are often developed in JavaScript[26], Java[60] or Flash, 

[42] all of which are common software that the users already have installed. Some solutions also 

include VoIP(Voice over IP) where the users can use their microphone to talk directly to the support.
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2.3 Chat

On the internet there are varies ways of communication.  One way is to chat, using instant 

messages  between two or more people. These messages are text-based and are either sent directly 

to the recipient or it could be sent to a server which then sends it to the right recipient, depending on 

which chat application is being used. 

2.3.1 History

Talkomatic [3] was one of the first chat applications, developed by David R. Woolley and 

Doug Brown at the University of Illinois. The application was developed in 1974 and allowed up to  

five people to communicate. This chat application sent information character by character to its 

recipients [3]. 

Instant Relay Chat (IRC) [8] was developed in 1988, the creator was Jarkko Oikarinen. IRC 

was created to replace another chat application called MultiUser Talk (MUT) [11]. IRC is set up by 

many different servers and the user needs to connect to the one he/she prefers, then join a channel.  

When  this  is  done  he/she  can  then  start  chatting  to  everyone  in  that  channel  or  send  private 

messages to users in that channel. In 1997 a new server was developed, the QuakeNet [12] server 

which was founded by Quake [13] players. This server grew very quickly and other people from 

other game communities than Quake started to join, thus making it one of the biggest servers at the 

time. Even though IRC was founded in 1988, it is still in daily use today. For example the streaming 

service provider Own3d [10] uses IRC as an embedded chat for each streamer [2].

2.3.2 Modern chat

Nowadays chat applications are built in to other programs in daily use, such as games, social 

media, and e-mail clients. Applications such as Skype [14] are increasing in popularity. One factor 

for this is the multitasking a user can achieve, by speaking and typing to a person at the same time. 

It is also possible to connect a Facebook [15] account to  Skype. This means that you can type to 

your  friends  on  Facebook,  using  Skype.  Skype  is  not  the  only  chat  application  which  allows 

multitasking, programs like Mumble [16] or Team-Speak [17] also offers speech and typing at the 

same time, however, users can not just create an account and start using such systems, they first  

need to join a server, then join the right group or channel. As a user you can either set up this server 

yourself or join a server which is public. A public server often has a number of pre-constructed 

rooms which are often not protected by a password which then in turn makes vulnerable. Unwanted 

people can join and interrupt the conversation. 
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2.4 Perl

Perl [5] is a programming language, more precisely, a script language [18]. This language 

was  created  by  Larry  Wall  in  1987.  This  language  focuses  less  on  structure  but  more  on  its  

flexibility. Perl is released under the GNU General Public License [19] and under Artistic License 

[20] and is thereby a free to use software. The biggest attraction Perl has is the CGI-development 

[21]  (Common  Gateway  Interface),  but,  Perl  can  be  used  for  almost  anything,  regarding 

programming [4]. Perl programming can be done on different platforms, such as: Windows, Mac 

and Linux/Unix. On Mac OS X [22] and new distributions of Unix/Linux, Perl is already included.  

Windows users on the other hand need to download Strawberry Perl [23]  or ActivePerl [24], in 

order to start programming [5]. In figure 2.2 we have a simple script that prints out the string “Hello 

Word!” which is shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2: Perl HelloWorld

Figure 2.3: Perl HelloWorld Running

If a programmer encounters problems while programming Perl, there is an option to get assistance 

through IRC. On IRC there are several networks to choose from, on these networks there is one or 

more channels to choose from. An example of a network that offers this support is: irc.perl.org. 

While connected to this network there are more than 12 channels. Depending on her requirements, 

the user chooses the one best suited [5].

One of the reasons why Perl grew very quickly was the release of 'mod_perl' [9] by Apache 

[25]. 'mod_perl' allows programmers to script CGI in a way that made it possible to dynamically 

create the content(s). Dynamically created content means that a page on a web server is generated 

for the user at the same time as the page was requested. The user interaction with this page will also 

cause more content  to  be generated.  Another  advantageous feature about  'mod_perl'  is  that  the 

interpreter [61] is embedded in the web server which is better to use for performance purposes than 

an external interpreter for Perl. 
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2.5 JavaScript

JavaScript [26] is one of the world's most popular scripting languages, and is integrated into 

most major web-browsers, such as Chrome [36], FireFox [37]  and Opera [38]. JavaScript's main 

usage is to make it easier to create dynamic web pages and improve the user-interface of an already 

existing  page.  It  was  released  in  1995  after  being  developed  by Netscape  communications,  a 

company who at that time owned one of the most popular web-browsers, Netscape Navigator [39]. 

JavaScript can be used in object-oriented, functional and imperative programming. 

2.5.1 jQuery

jQuery[27]  is  a  JavaScript  library,  and  it  is  the  most  common  library  used  today.  In 

September 2012, over 58% of the top 10000 most visited web pages used jQuery[29].  jQuery is 

used  to  make  client-side  scripting  of  HTML [40]  simpler,  by  making  such  tasks  as  creating 

animations or handling events much more easy to manage. jQuery also enables the creation of plug-

ins on top of the JavaScript library. This allows for high-level, theme-able widgets to be created, 

which in turn makes powerful dynamic web pages easy to create and edit.

Figure 2.4: Usage of jQuery in web pages [29]
(Y:Percent of pages, X: Month/Year, Lines: Web pages)
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2.5.2 AJAX

Asynchronous  JavaScript  and  XML [28]  (AJAX) is  used  on the  client  side  of  an  web 

application. AJAX enables web applications to receive and send data in the background without 

interfering  with  the  current  page.  AJAX  communicates  through  XMLHttpRequests  [30]. 

XMLHttpRequest is an API [31] which is included in JavaScript. This API sends data to the web 

server through HTTP or HTTPS and the information which is received will be sent back to the 

script on the client side.  AJAX is heavily used when dealing with dynamic content.  Pages can 

expand or decrease depending on the size of the content. The content can also change depending on 

the user interaction with the page. One example of where all of this is used is in a simple chat; a  

user types a message, sends it, and receives a response message and all this without leaving the 

page. 

2.5.3 Widget

On third party sites, there is often an options to install widgets [32]. Widgets are stand-alone 

applications programmed in JavaScript, Flash, HTML, CSS [41] or other languages. Content from 

an external source is usually loaded into the page with the help of <iframes> [33] or <div>s [34]. 

<Iframes> and <div>s are easy to use for simple solutions such as embedding a Google map [35] on 

your  own  homepage.  Depending  on  which  content  is  being  loaded  into  the  site,  the  security 

provided may or may not be good enough. If a user wants to use a flexible internal or external 

content, widgets will offer much better security since the source of its content is not as exposed. 
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2.6 Cookies

A cookie [43] can be defined as a small  piece of information that is  stored temporarily 

within the users web-browser. There are different kinds of cookies, where some of them only exist 

while the user is still on the web-page that created the cookie, and where others remain for a longer 

period of time. Cookies may be used in a wide variety of situations, e.g. as an authentication cookie 

to determine whether a user is logged in to a web-page, by storing his login information in the 

cookie and with a certain interval check whether they are correct or not.

2.6.1 Usage of cookies today

Depending on the lifetime of the cookie, it can be used for temporary services or storing 

information that can be accessed at a later date. A session cookie is a cookie that is created and 

stored when the user enters a specific web-page. The session cookie can contain information about 

the user that is of interest for the owners of the web-page. 

Persistent cookies, or tracking cookies as they are also called, differ from the session cookie 

in the sense that they exist for a specified amount of time rather than being deleted when the user  

closes the web-browser. Because persistent cookies remain for so long, they can store information 

that needs to be accessed when the user enters the web-page. An example of this is where the user  

can set the theme of a certain page. After the user fills out a form, specifying colour and similar  

options, which is then stored within the cookie and read later so that the user always has his or her 

theme.

A secure cookie is a cookie that is encrypted, because in order for it to be created, the web-

page must use HTTPS [44]. A secure cookie, with its extra layer of security, is often used as an 

authentication cookie which contains information that tells the web-page whether the user is logged 

in to the web-page and if so, via which user account.
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2.7 Database

A database is a collection of information which is stored in an organized way. In a relational 

database system, the database consists of tables or relations. These tables are a model of real world 

objects, for example: the user wants to find a room which has a projector. An example of how a 

table  looks  which  contains  data  for  a  classroom:  ID,  RoomName,  Capacity,  HasProjector, 

NumberOfWhiteBoards. If the user wants to find all rooms which have a projector he will simply 

use this SQL Query [58]: SELECT * Rooms WHERE HasProjector = '1';. The result of this query 

will be a list of all the rooms which have a projector [46].

2.7.1 Database types

Databases can be used for various purposes. However, the reason why there are different 

types of databases is historical. In the mid 60's two big types of DBMS (database management 

system) were introduced: the hierarchical and the network data model [58]. Ted Codd who worked 

at IBM:s research centre introduced the first relational model in 1970 [58]. In 1976 Chen introduced 

the entity-relationship model or ER-diagram [58]. 

Relational database types are typically set up using MySQL [47], Microsoft SQL [48] or 

Oracle [49]. 

For small business or small projects in general, a simple way of storing information is by 

using Flat-Files (e.g a .txt  file),  which does not require a MySQL server and all  the necessary 

software. The information in these Flat-Files consists of strings of text, lists or data values. To 

access the data in Flat-Files the strings are parsed and the strings are often separated by comma or a  

tab.  Flat-Files  are  fast  when there  is  no complex data  structure  to  be processed.  If  these  files 

becomes very complex there is a possibility that a relational database such as MySQL could be the 

better option since it will be faster and easier to manage [50]. 
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2.8 Project discussion

2.8.1 Existing system

Askås currently has a Perl-based Internet web-shop service and they want to have a live-chat 

module  as  an  added feature  to  this  service  to  be  able  to  quickly provide  support  between the 

company and their clients as well as between Askås clients and their customers. Currently there is 

no prototype or existing system so we will be building a new prototype.

2.8.2 Goal

The goal of the project is to get a working prototype where a message sent from one client,  

via the server, is displayed in the other client's window. Other features will be added if the timetable 

allows for it. The live-chat should also be easy to understand for a first-time user. Askås has many 

clients and not all of their systems are the same so the chat should be easy to set up and integrate for 

each client.

2.8.3 Advantages/Disadvantages

The main advantage with live-chat is that it provides a fast and reliable way of  getting direct 

support. You can get a fast answer to a minor question, like if a customer just wants to ask a quick  

question about an item in the client's web-shop, for example if a certain dress comes in a bigger size 

and the web-shop does not specify that. This solution is preferred to sending an email or phoning 

the company because it does not require that much work from the customer or the client, and also 

the customer can keep shopping while they are waiting for an answer.

As for the disadvantages, the main one is that in order to be as effective as the customers 

using it demand, longer questions or issues should not be handled by a live-chat support. You can of 

course combine live-chat with email or phone support by the one working on the support side of the 

chat  recognizing  that  the  current  question  is  to  big  to  be  handled  via  live-chat,  and  instead 

encourage the customer to send an email or phone the company.
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2.9 Chapter summary

In this chapter the background to the Live-Chat project as well as information about which 

software has been used, a brief history about support solutions and the history of different chat 

software has been presented.

Section 2.4 presents a brief introduction to the Perl programming language, and the reason 

why it grew to be a such a popular scripting language.

In section 2.5 we presented an introduction to JavaScript and information about its most 

used library jQuery, a JavaScript technique called AJAX and about JavaScript widgets.

In section  2.6 we presented an  introduction to  HTTP cookies,  explaining the  history of 

cookies and the different usages of them today.

In section 2.7 we presented an introduction to databases in general, what they are used for 

and a brief explanation how they work. 

The last section 2.8 included the discussion about the Live-Chat project, with a description 

of the goals, the existing system and advantages/disadvantages.
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Chapter 3: Prototype design and implementation

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will present the project and its components and how they work together. The 

project will be described both in depth and more abstract. There is a section about security and one 

about response-times for the Live-Chat. We have split the project into two parts, where the support 

client is one part and the customer client the other. 

In section 3.2 we present a general description of the project which gives a step-by-step 

presentation of how the project is built.

In section 3.3 we discuss acceptable wait-times in general and how it affects our project and 

the service we provide.

In section 3.4 we present the software used for this project and explain why we chose them 

over other alternatives when developing our project.

In section 3.5 we describe the customer client side of the project, how it works and what the  

customer can expect when using it.

In section 3.6 we describe the support client side of the project, how it works and what 

features it has.

In  section  3.7  we  present  our  solution  for  simplifying  the  installation  of  this  live-chat 

module by using a script that does most of the work that is needed to getting started.

In section 3.8 we discuss the security aspect of the project, what security features we have 

implemented and why there is a need for any security at all.

In section 3.9 we briefly explain how we store the closed cases in a database so they can 

later be accessed by the support agents.

In section 3.10 we talk about the performance aspects of the project.

In section 3.11 we present a closing summary of chapter three. 
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3.2 General description of project

In this section we will describe, in a general way, how our module works and what happens 

when a customer decides to use it. For this example we only consider one customer and one support 

agent, but the finished module will have functionality for multiple support agents with multiple 

customers at the same time. All the steps are illustrated in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Introduction figure..

Step 1. This is where the customer enters the live-chat. Immediately the customer is made aware 

whether the support is online or offline. If the support is offline, the customer can not proceed any 

further. If the support is online, the customer can send his question as described in step 5.
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Step 2. This is where the support agent logs in to the support client. The agent logs in using a  

username and a password. If they match against a database check, the agent is logged in an we 

move to step 3.

Step 3. When a support agent comes online, the system creates a file in a folder where the customer 

side checks for incoming files. 

Step 4. When a support agent file is created the chat is online and a chat-window and a text-field in 

which the customer can enter a question appears. The customer is also assigned a support agent 

temporarily, meaning that if they ask a question, it is most likely that the temporary support agent  

will be assigned that case. However, if that support agent gets another customer before the other  

customer has  sent  their  question,  the  first  customer will  be assigned a  different  support  agent. 

Which support agent a case is assigned to depends on which support agent currently has the lowest 

number of active cases.

Step  5. Now that  the  support  is  online  the  customer  can  send their  question.  As  soon as  the 

customer send the question a log-file is created in a folder that is monitored by  both the support 

client and the customer client. This log-file is named after the customers session id which is taken 

from the generated cookie, and the support agent id that was assigned the case. The file is then read, 

parsed and then displayed to the customer. The parsing is done in such a way as to only display 

information which is relevant for the customer. 

Step 6. On the support client side, the folder is monitored and as soon as a file whose name contains 

the active support agents id, the file is read, parsed and displayed to the support agent's.

Step 7. Once the support agent has an answer he types it in a text-field and sends it. The answer is  

then appended to the log-file, which is continuously read, parsed and displayed to the support agent.

Step 8. Since the log-file is continuously read, parsed and displayed to the customer, they will see 

the answer from the support agent within seconds of it being sent. 

Further steps: The customer and support agent can now keep sending messages to each other until 

the customer feels they have gotten their question answered. At that time they can just close the 

live-chat down. The support agent is able to see whether or not a new message has arrived in a 
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given time window, and can then mark the case as closed.

In figure 3.2 we show an overview of how the system works. In this case we have two 

customers and two support agents. When the customer writes a message to the support agents a log-

file is created, this log-file will be named as follows: the customers name, or Guest if the user did 

not  enter  one  –  the  generated  session-id  –  the  support  agents  id.  For  example:  Martin-

qiq9yJRjUDeW-admin2.txt. It is the customer client who searches for the support agent that has the 

lowest amount of open cases which makes the number of customers each support agent handles 

balanced. The support agent's number of cases is written in the status-files which is found in the 

status folder. These files are created when a support agent logs into the support client.

The support client searches in the folder “docs” for text-files which includes his owns ID 

and reads those cases into his chat window. 

The database in this figure includes the users table, which is used for the support client login 

and  the  collected  closed  cases,  called  history,  which  is  used  on  the  support  client  for  history 

searches.  

Figure 3.2: Detailed system overview
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3.3 Live-Chat and expected response times

As with everything in our modern world, time plays a major factor in the way we perform 

activities  or  handle  situations.  If  we  get  stressed  due  to  a  shortage  of  time,  we  might  start 

prioritizing or in some way change our initial idea in order to at least get some result rather than 

presenting a half-finished product. Internet users from all over the world have to some degree come 

to expect a certain response-time when they enter a web-page or in some other way perform an 

activity on the internet. This response-time does of course vary from user to user depending on their 

country's connectivity, their internet-connection speed, their age and how close that response-time is 

to the one they are used to. Broadband users expect a faster response than narrowband users do for 

example.

For the users in our live-chat, the expected response-time has not been fully investigated but 

instead we base our ideas on what is an acceptable response-time from the suggestions given by the 

more experienced employees at Askås, because they have dealt with customers before and at least 

have an awareness of what the users expect.

Nah [55] writes about acceptable waiting time, or as she calls it, tolerable waiting time, that 

the acceptable waiting time for information retrieval is approximately two seconds. She also writes 

that providing the user with feedback on the status of the information retrieval can actually increase 

the  acceptable  waiting  time.  Nah's  paper  is  mainly  about  web-page  loading,  but  what  we can 

surmise from this paper is a general idea on what users expect with regard to response-time when 

they interact with a web-page, or in our case, a live-chat. 

For our live-chat we have set the interval at  which the chat-window is updated to three 

seconds. With a three second update interval the customer will not feel as though they are not being 

addressed quickly enough and also the performance does not suffer like it might have if we set the 

update interval to a lower value.

Another aspect we must consider when it comes to response time is the acceptable wait time 

for a customer that for the first time asks a question, thus creating a new case, and the time it takes 

for him or her to get an answer from the support agent. This response-time can of course be much 

longer than the response-time of an already active case, since the support agent that is assigned the 

case might already be talking to another customer and therefore cannot answer right away. 

In our module we assign cases to the support agents based on their number of current open 

cases, i.e. customers. The one with the lowest number of open cases is assigned the incoming case. 

Our current solution for the initial wait time is to give the customer a generated answer immediately 

when they ask their question, letting them know that their case will be handled as soon as possible. 
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In our support client solution we also have a list of open cases so that the support agent can easily  

switch between the cases and thereby lowering the response-time even further, when compared to a 

solution where the support agent can only take in one case at a time. With our solution we give the 

support agent an opportunity to quickly switch between cases when their current case might not be 

all that active, for instance if the agent has given instructions to the customer and is awaiting a 

response from the customer.

In conclusion for this section we can say that we have a general idea about what response-

times we feel will be acceptable for the customer, but if we are given the chance to test this further, 

that will probably give a more accurate value.
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3.4 Reasons behind the choice of software and languages

There  are  many  different  ways  to  develop  a  live-chat  module.  Depending  on  the 

programming language which is being used for development, the software will vary.  Below we 

present the software and language choices we made and why.

Perl

Perl  was  more  or  less  an  obvious  choice  for  this  project  when  it  came  to  choosing  a 

programming language  in which to develop this project. Askås is using Perl for the most part in 

their web-shop solutions, which means they will have no problem taking over this project when we 

are finished. Since they develop applications in Perl on a daily basis, Askås' experience with Perl 

will prove useful. Perl also is quite adept at text-file handling and parsing which makes it easy to 

pass information between  different states by simple read/write-functions.

Apache

 The live-chat module is a web-based solution, which means we need a web-server. When it 

became known that we were going to use Perl, we immediately thought of Apache. The web-server 

Apache is open source which means its free to use, and it is quite popular. Apache also has a plug-in 

available, called  'mod_perl', which is required to embed an interpreter for Perl. 

MySQL

We used Apache which is open source, and therefore we chose MySQL since that is also 

open source. MySQL much like Apache, is very popular which in extension means that a lot of 

information can be found on the web. 

MySQL-Workbench

At the moment we only use MySQL for one table, which contains all the support agents' 

login information. This could been easy achieved from the terminal with SQL queries. We also 

knew that all log files are going to be stored into this database at a later date and therefore we 

started using this database handler. MySQL-Workbench is also open source and provides several 

useful tools.
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SVN

We use SVN [51] (Subversion) for syncing all of our files. One other option could have been 

GitHub, but neither one of us has experience with this system and we have both used SVN in  

several other projects earlier so we know how to solve for example conflicts easily. The server on 

which  we  have  our  repository  now  is  Karlstad  University's  'Dart-server'.  The  administrators 

provided two new login names and the system was ready for use.

 
Geany

Geany [52] is  a  lightweight  text-editor  with GTK2 tool-kit  [53] which has  a  basic  IDE 

(integrated  development  environment)  included.  We have  used  Geany in  previous  courses  and 

projects so we know that it will be a good choice for us.
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3.5 Customer Client

The customer client of the Live-Chat project is where the user or customer asked his or her 

question to the support client agent.  The idea is for the customer to ask a simple question and by 

doing so, create a log-file which will be later stored in a database that can be accessed by the 

support client agent. After the customer has received an answer to their question, they can simply 

close the chat and the agent can mark the log-file as “Closed” and add it to the database.

The priority of the customer client is easy user-interaction and fast performance. The GUI is 

designed to be easy to use and to understand. The user only needs to know about whether or not the 

Live-Chat is up, i.e. there is a support agent online and ready to receive messages, and whether or 

not their message has reached the agent. To counter any actions from the customer when there is no 

support  agent  online,  the  Live-Chat  displays  a  simple  message  saying  that  the  support  status 

currently is offline as seen in figure 3.3 .

In the case where an agent is online, a chat-window, a text-field for name-input and a text-

field for user-input will  appear as seen in figure 3.4. From this stage the customer enters their  

question in the text-field beneath “Question to ask support:” and then press enter or hit the “Send!” 

button. The customer can also choose if they want to enter a desired name. If they do not enter a  

name they will be marked as “Guest”. The live-chat with the support agent is now started and they 

can send messages to each other. An example of how this looks to the customer is shown in figure 

3.5 where the customers  messages  are displayed in black and the support agents responses are 

displayed in light-blue.

 

Figure 3.3: Support status offline

              Figure 3.4: Support status online
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Figure 3.6: An example of a log-file

    Figure 3.5: An example of a live-chat
        as displayed to the customer

In figure 3.6 we show how our log-file looks like, in this case the conversation from figure 
3.5 is presented.

Once the customer feel like he or she has the answer they wanted and they leave the chat, 

the support agent will mark the case as closed and it will be stored in the database with a given 

time-interval. If, however, the customer forgot something they wanted to ask, either a follow-up 

question or a completely unrelated question, they might enter the chat again. If this happens while 

their session-cookie is still active and the log-file from the previous case has not been moved to the  

database, they are given a choice of re-opening their previous log. The advantage of this is that both 

the customer and the support agent can easily remember what they wrote before. An example of 

how the re-open window is displayed to the customer can be seen in figure 3.7.

If the number of cases becomes quite large and if there are only a small number of support 

agents online, we wanted to give the customer an indication that it might take the support agents a 

while to respond. Since the cases are handed out in a round robin fashion, i.e. they get one case each 

until  every support  agent  has  been allocated  one  then  it  starts  over  again,  we have  chosen to 

calculate whether or not the live-chat is currently experiencing a large number of questions by 

dividing the number of cases by the number of support agents. From this we get a certain ratio 

which can then be compared with a static specified number that can vary from company to company 

depending on how fast their support agents are. In figure 3.8 an example of how this is displayed to 

the customer is shown.
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   Figure 3.7: Customer Client – Re-open case  Figure 3.8: Customer Client – Large 
number of cases
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3.6 Support Client

The support client  we are developing is  meant  to be used by authorised users  only.  To 

achieve this we created a MySQL database with a table called users. In this table we have ID, 

Name, userName, userPassword, admin and email. An example of how this table looks when a few 

users are created is shown in figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Table - Users

The ID is set to auto-increment which means that every time a user is added to this table the  

value of ID is added by one. We use this ID when we create the user cookie which will be used to 

set adminID and to be able to restrict the content on the support client web-page. If a user tries to  

enter the support client web-page without logging in, he or she will not be able to see more than the 

header text as in figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: Support client – Failed login

Name in the 'users' table is only used when an administrator clicks “list registered users”. 

The userName and userPassword are used for the validation,  when a user tries to login.  

When we add users into this table they are encrypted with Perl's built-in 'crypt()' function. We will 

describe “crypt()” in more depth in the section on security (section 3.7). When a user has filled out 

both the username and password on the login page these two fields are encrypted and compared 

with the encrypted values in the table “users”. 
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Figure 3.11: Support client – Login

If  the information the user entered is  a match with the values in  the database he/she is 

redirected to the support client web-page. At the same time the user is redirected, five cookies are 

created.  In these cookies we store the adminID, userName, userPassword, hidden and a cookie 

which determines if the user who logged in is a super administrator or normal user. The userName 

and userPassword is of course encrypted and we will also construct the names of these cookies in a 

way that does not make the purpose of them too obvious. This will also be covered in the section on 

security. 

If the user entered incorrect information when trying to login, an error message is displayed 

to the user and he can then try to login again. If the user tries for a while without being able to login  

he/she can then reset the password. The user clicks on the “forget password” click-able link in the 

error text shown in figure. 3.12.

Figure 3.12: Support client – Forgot password?

When the user presses this link he/she will be prompted with a form where the user's e-mail 

is the only needed input, as shown in figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13: Support client – Forgot password, next step
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After the user has entered the e-mail, an e-mail will be sent directly to that specific e-mail 

address. In this e-mail the user will receive a URL-address with instructions. These instructions tells 

the user to copy and paste this URL-address into the address field in the browser. This link will send 

the user to a new page where a new form is shown and the input is the desired new password. The 

user needs to enter the password twice in order to remove problems where the user mistyped the 

password which would otherwise make the user not able to login. 

Depending on whether the user is a normal user or a super administrator, the content will 

vary. A normal user will be restricted to only see the basics. If the user is an administrator he/she 

will  be  able  to  access  more  features.  For  now,  these  features  are:  register  new  user  and  list  

registered users in which an administrator can edit or delete users. 

When a user logs in to the support client web-page, the content will vary depending on the 

user level, however the basic layout is the same for both of them. The content that will be shown is  

a chat window, message box, customer list, and buttons. The chat window is a window in which all 

the messages will be shown. This window may not be edited to prevent users from being confused. 

Messages are printed to this window with a time stamp followed by the message. The text in this  

chat window has different colour depending on whether a customer or a support agent is typing. The 

text colour for a customer is black and for support agents colour blue. We added this feature to 

make it easier for the users to recognize who wrote what. Figure 3.14 shows an example with a 

normal user logged in.
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Figure 3.14: Support client – Normal user logged in

The message  box is  used  for  typing messages.  When  the  user  feels  ready to  send this 

message he/she presses the send button and the text will be shown in the chat window and removed 

from the message box. 

The customer list is used to enable multi customer support. What this means is that when the 

customer types messages and one support client handles more than one customer, this list will be 

appended to the list.  The naming of the customers in this list  depends on their  sessionID. The 

sessionIDs  which  appear  in  this  list  are  also  click-able.  The  support  agent  can  click  on  these 

sessionIDs and the conversation will be shown in the chat window. To make it easier for the support 

agent to efficiently handle more than one case, we have a simple method that alerts the agent that a 

particular customer has sent a response. When a customer sends a message the clickable link in the 

customer list will change colour to orange, thus alerting the support agent that a new message from 

the customer has been sent, as displayed in figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Support Client – New message from customer highlight.

If the list of customers becomes long and confusing for the support agent, e.g. when the 

agent  does  not  remember which customer belongs to  which sessionid.  To make this  somewhat 

clearer we have added a tool-tip in which the sessionid is show for that specific user. An example of 

this tool-tip is shown in figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16: Support Client – Hovering over a customer's name in the customer list.

When both the support agent and the customer feel that the case is solved, the support agent 

can choose to close this case. To close a case the support agent needs to press a button called 'Close 

case'. When this button is pressed, the customer will no longer be shown in the customer list. If the 

customer feels like the case was not solved after all or he/she just wants to ask a new question, we 

have added a feature to reopen a case if the case has not yet been removed and inserted to the 

database instead. 
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A support agent needs to be able to log out from the support client for breaks, lunches or at 

the end of the day. The logout button will remove this support agent from the status “list” where 

customer look for  an  available  agents'.  In  figure 3.17 we can  see the  page in  which  a  user  is 

redirected to after he/she pressed the logout button.

Figure 3.17: Support client – logged out

A support agent who logs in as an administrator is able to see more content on the support 

client web-page.  The extra features this user will get currently consists  of two buttons. One button 

for creating a new user and another one for listing all users. When the user presses the button for 

creating a new user he will get a new window with a form. 

Figure 3.18: Support client – register new user

The form asks for a name, username, password, confirm password and if this user should be 

an administrator. When this form is completely filled out the user presses 'Create new user' and a 

confirmation text will appear. 
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The button for listing all users displays all the registered users. In this list the users are 

displayed with their id, name and e-mail as the example shown in figure 3.19.

Figure 3.19: Support client – List all users

Each row has  two click-able links,  one for edit  and one for  delete.  If  the administrator 

presses the edit button a new page will load. When the page loads it firstly checks if the request is  

done by an administrator. We check this by using our authentication script. If the authentication 

succeeds the page will show a form with the current information for this user. The information that  

can  be  edited  is  name,  e-mail  and  if  the  user  should  be  an  administrator  or  not.  When  an 

administrator has made changes he/she simply presses the button “update user” and a new content 

will appear.

Figure 3.20: Support client – Edit user details

Figure 3.21: Support client – Edit user complete
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If the administrator wants to delete a user he/she can simply press the delete button. The 

delete page will be opened in a new tab in the browser and the authentication will be done in the 

same way as with edit user. This page shows the user information as a confirmation so that the 

administrator knows he chose the right user to delete. If the information is correct, the administrator 

presses the delete user button to complete the removal of this user.

   Figure 3.22: Support client – Delete user conf.  

Figure 3.23: Support client – Delete user completed

We have also a feature that allows the user to search for old cases. The user can choose to 

search for the customer name, session, date, message or the admin who served the case. This is  

done by selecting from a drop-down menu as in figure 3.24.

Figure 3.24: Support client – search case drop-down menu
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The result of the search will be displayed below by showing all the session-id:s that contains 

the keyword that was used in the search. In figure 3.25 the user searched for a session that contains 

the number two. The session-id:s are clickable links which will  be appended down beneath the 

session-id when pressed. To hide the content of a specific session-id, simply just press that session-

id.

Figure 3.25: Support client – Search case result

To make it easier to determine which session-id that contains the information the user is 

looking for in the list of result, we have added a tool-tip. When a user hovers over a session-id the 

tool-tip appears and displays the customer name and who the admin was during that conversation. 

An example of this is shown in figure 3.26. 

Figure 3.26: Support client – Hover over session-id tool-tip

If a user chose to login as offline, he/she will not be able to serve any customers. Instead 

he/she might do administrative work such as registering a new user. If the user wants to be listed as 

online he simply press the link that will appear when logged in as offline, as we can see in figure 

3.27.

Figure 3.27: Support client – Show as online!
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3.7 Chat initializer

In our prototype of the live-chat module, many of the scripts that will be uploaded to the  

Apache server needs permissions. These permissions are needed when the scripts reads and writes 

to files, for example the log-files and status-files. Instead of uploading all the files with a FTP-client 

and then set permissions, Askås wanted to simplify this by making an “Init-chat” script that does 

this for them. When all the files are uploaded, the user only needs to run the “Init-chat” script and 

all the permissions will be set for the files that we want specific permissions on. This however, only 

works when the script is run through a terminal at the moment, and not when it is being run through 

the web-browser which would be much easier. 

We added more functionality to this script by making a form where the user, in this case an 

administrator, can enter the necessary information in order to get started. Instead of modifying the 

scripts when the host, database, port, username, password or salt (salt will be described in chapter 

3.8) is changed, this can now be configured right away in the “Init-chat” form. All the settings are 

stored in a single file which is later on used by the script called: mysql-config.pl. The form is shown 

in the figure 3.28.

 Figure 3.28: Init-chat form

The next step to simplify the installation of the live-chat solution is to make the “Init-chat” 

script create tables in to the database. Instead of having the administrator set up the database from 

scratch, the only configuration that is needed is to create the database itself. The database name that 
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the user entered in the form above needs to be the same as the one used when manually created the 

database.  “Init-chat”  creates  two  tables,  one  that  is  called  support_users  and  the  other 

support_history.  If  these  two tables  already exists  the  create  operation  will  be  aborted  and no 

information will be lost. When the tables are created we chose to add a user to the support_users 

table which is called Admin. If there already is a user called Admin this will also be aborted to 

avoid conflicts. 

3.8 Security

The live-chat module will be completely stand-alone, but that does not mean we can reduce 

its  security.  The  live-chat  module  will  most  likely  be  hosted  at  the  same  hosting  site  as  the  

customer's current provider. This means that if our product has no security at all, it can be used as a 

bridge for accessing information on content outside this live-chat module. 

If a user wants to access the support client web-page the user first needs to login. This login 

is a form where the user needs to enter username and password. The field for password is created as 

an <input type=”password”> which means that the information the user types in this field will only 

be seen as ******. This is a security requirement since the user might have someone else nearby 

who can see the password in plain text. When a user has filled this login form in, the user then 

presses the login button. The information in both these fields will be encrypted and then compared 

with the encrypted usernames and passwords in the database. The encryption that we use for the 

moment is a built in function in Perl called 'Crypt()' [56]. This function takes two parameters, in this 

case the content from username field as plain text and then “salt” as the second parameter. The same 

goes for the password field, password as plain text as first and “salt” as the second. A salt is often  

randomized  and  contains  characters  with  different  lengths.  In  our  “Init-chat.pl”  script  that  we 

described in chapter 3.7 this will be set by an administrator when initializing this chat. We chose 

this way of configuration so that the salt can be changed easier and it also make it possible for the  

administrator to set different salt's for different installations. A salt today is often between 48 and 

128 bits. 'Crypt()' is per default 56bit and combined with a salt which has 48bit makes a total of 104 

bits. 

We are using 'crypt()' when we register users, that means that the information in the table is 

encrypted. This is more secure then storing the information in plain text. The database itself has a 

username and password but if someone finds this information, the content in the 'users' table should 

not be obvious. 
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At present our support client gets values from the cookies which are created when a user is 

logging in. The values in these cookies are of course encrypted but the security here is not enough. 

We will later on rename these cookies so that the naming makes it harder to figure out their purpose. 

We will also add checks within the code so a lookup is made to the database. This will be done in  

the background without interfering with the user. 

3.9 Scheduled backup of closed cases

As a support agent it is always useful to be able to search for old cases within the same topic 

or if the customer has been asking something similar before. To enable this feature we need to 

collect data in our database. We added a new table called “history”. In the table “history” we have 

several fields: id, customer, session, message, date and adminid. To collect data in to this table we 

wrote a Perl script. This script goes through the folder called “docs” and collect all files named 

“closed-*-*-*.txt” for example (closed-Guest-KL23q3mk3l3-admin1.txt).  From the file name we 

get customer which in this case is Guest, session which is KL23q3mk3l3 and adminid which is 

admin1. In our script we open up the file and look for the date for the creation of this case. The 

message is collected at the same time. For now the message is collected as a long string. When all  

this data is collected it is inserted in to the table “history” in the database. When a file has been  

inserted into the database it is deleted from the folder “docs” and then look for the next file called  

“closed”. 

To schedule this process we use a Unix based program called Crontab [57]. In Crontab we 

can set the scheduling to any time of the day. We want this script to be executed every night at 

00.00. Every night at 00.00 Crontab will execute our Perl script and then collect the data, then 

delete the files in the folder called “docs” that is named “closed-*-*-*.txt”. An example of how the 

information is stored in the database is shown in figure 3.29.

Figure 3.29: Table - History
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3.10 Performance & interval choices

In our solution we execute different methods at certain intervals in the scripts for both the 

customer client and support client. A few of these intervals have been set to what we feel suits the 

purpose. For example, we have a 6 second interval to update the label on the support client that 

shows number of active cases for the user over the total  amount of active cases. We have also 

intervals for reading in new cases with their content. To be able to check if the intervals are suitable 

we decided to make a stress-test in order to see how well our solution performed. 

In this stress-test we used a laptop as the server, it has a 2 kernel processor at 2.2GH/z with 

4gb of ram, running Ubuntu 12.04 (32-bit) with the latest updates (2013-01-09). 

During this stress-test we wanted to focus on CPU usage, memory usage and network usage 

and since we are using files for our log-files we wanted to track  the hard-drive read and write load. 

Before we started to connect to this server there was no activity on the network or the hard-

drive, the memory usage was at 934/3.6GB and the CPU usage was at 8% on both the cores.

We used a couple of computer's running with both Linux and Windows to connect to the 

server, and we had 4 support clients running and started to make cases with the customer clients. 

During the creation of cases with the customer client, we could see on the graphs that both 

the memory usage and network usage rose linearly but the CPU usage started to get jumpy. The 

CPU usage jumped from around 20% to 80% however the more customer clients we connected to 

more stable the curve got, but at a very high level of usage. When we had 35 customer clients 

connected and 4 support clients the CPU usage was at 100% with a few small drops, the memory 

usage was stable at 1.8/3.6GB which is twice at much as we started at. The hard-drive activity was 

not even noticeable, a few KB/s which is not fair in this stress-test since we did not have any one 

typing in those conversations besides the first message when the conversation was started. If there 

were 35 users with an ongoing conversation the disk load would have been a higher but when 

looking at the few spikes that occurred when the file was created this would not become that much 

higher then it was. 

The network traffic was very low, the only spikes that were over 200kb/s, occurred when the 

customer client loaded the page and then pressed the “start live chat” button. The images which are 

used on the customer client is in a .png format and by changing to .jpg instead it would make it 

much better  optimized.  This spike was at  240kb/s and only lasted less then a  second and then 

dropped to ~14kb/s. When we let these 35 + 4 clients run over time we got the results displayed in  

the graph in figure 30.
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Figure 3.30: Graph over the network traffic (X-axis 20sec)

The numbers that we saw during this stress-test were actually surprising but very useful. We 

though that the hard-drive and network traffic was going to be the biggest issues but it turned out 

that it was the other way around. The network traffic and the hard-drive load was less significant  

but the CPU and memory usage were more so. During the development of the live-chat module we 

have never actually had the time to observe the CPU and memory usage of the computers we have 

been using and even though we have had a lot of clients running it has not reduced the performance 

of the computer significantly in any way. The reason for the CPU and memory usage to climb to 

these percentages has to do with the interpreter (mod_perl on the Apache server), each client create 

its own process and a few additional processes which resulted in over 500 processes, compared with 

52 at the start of the test. The useful part about this stress-test is that we now know that this solution 

needs optimization and a closer look at how we set our intervals.
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3.11 Chapter summary

In this chapter we started out by explaining how our system works in general. We used a 

figure which made it possible to explain step-by-step to give the reader an easy walk-through before 

we went to deep with the details.

In section 3.3 we discussed expected response times and how it affects our project.

In section 3.4 we discussed the reason on why we choose the software that we did. The 

system  that  we  developed  could  have  been  done  in  varies  ways,  with  different  applications, 

languages etc. and therefore we felt the need to explain why we use the system that we do.

In section 3.5 we went through our customer client. The purpose, how it is being used and 

what features it has.

In section 3.6 we went through the support client. We explained how this will be used and 

how to use it. We discuss all parts of this client, restriction depending on who the user is and more..

In section 3.7 we presented how we made a script to simplify the installation of this live-chat 

solution.

In section 3.8 we discussed how we made our system more secure. We name the inbuilt 

function “crypt()” in Perl that makes encryption easy. We also discuss “salt” and how that affects 

the security.

In section 3.9 we explained how we store all  closed cases in  to our database.  We went 

through how our script works when it comes to collecting all cases which are marked as closed.

In section 3.10 we presented statistics on how well our system handles when it is under 

pressure of many customers and general performance issues.
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Chapter 4: Result and evaluation

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will present the result and evaluation of our Live-Chat project. We will 

evaluate the project as a whole as well as the major parts we developed for the project.

As described in chapter 3 the major parts are the Customer Client and the Support Client and 

their respective JavaScript and CSS files.

  We also discuss some of the problems we have had during the course of the project and how 

we solved these problems.

We will present a comparison between our Live-Chat solution and similar existing solutions.

To summarize this chapter we will also present our thoughts about the project and what we 

have learned. 

4.2 Customer Client

The first three weeks  of the project were spent writing the specification which Askås mainly 

wanted us to formulate and during this time we also spent several days researching and learning the 

necessary software for the project, that is Perl and jQuery. Askås did not require that we use Perl as  

a programming language for the Live-Chat but we felt it would benefit us, partly because we would 

learn a new programming language and also we would have access to a lot of expertise from the 

employees at Askås.

Once we had a specification and started the project, the initial goal of the Customer Client 

was to have a simple solution where the customer could send a message and receive a response. The 

message and the response would both be displayed in a chat-window that was easy to read for the 

user. We soon realised that the Customer Client would not require as much development time as the 

Support Client. The Customer Client would take up about 30% of our time and the Support Client  

about  60%,  and  the  remaining  10% would  be  spent  on  integrating  the  two  components.  This 

differed from the estimate that we made in the specification, where we estimated that the Support 

Client and Customer Client would take equal of time to develop. The reason why the Support Client 

ended up requiring so much time will be explained in the section 4.3.

Once we had the project up and running, which was after 4-5 weeks, we started with one of 

us focusing on the Customer Client and one on the Support Client.

The first step for the Customer Client was to get a functional GUI, which took about 2 days 

for a first draft. We decided early in the project that our main focus for the Customer Client would 
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be the functional side, i.e. the communication between the server and client side, user input from 

both sides and the displaying of messages. As a result of that focus we did not spent any time  

improving the GUI until we felt we were nearing the end of the project. We did however decide that 

the GUI for the Customer Client as well as the Support Client would be developed using mostly 

CSS, thus avoiding hard-coding the graphics. Our previous experience in HTML and CSS was a 

major help in producing a working graphical environment and once that was done we could start on 

the functionality and develop the features we felt most urgent such as server/client communication 

and the displaying of messages. . 

Initially, 3 main features were developed for the Customer Client. We needed to be able to 

enter a question, display that question in the chat-window and be able to see the response from the 

Support  Client.  We  decided,  together  with  our  mentor  at  Askås,  that  we  would  handle  the 

communication between the Support Client and Customer Client using simple text-files that both 

parties can read and write to. A key feature for the project that the Customer Client handles is the 

creation of the log-file that is then used to read and write to. This feature did not take more then a  

day to develop, but that required that the sub-routine received the correct values from other sub-

routines in the Customer Client, such as the customerId, adminId and the sessionId. 

The feature that required the most development time was the getAdminId sub-routine,which 

is not displayed in any way to the customer but instead is used by the Customer Client to determine 

which admin will handle the customers case.
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4.3 Support Client

In the beginning the Support Client was very similar to the customer client, with one chat-

window in which the messages were displayed and an input field to enter responses. Both the GUI 

and the functionality were quite similar to the Customer Client. As we have mentioned before, the 

Customer Client determines the administrator that has the lowest number of active cases and then 

assigns that admin to the current customer before creating a log file. The Support Client looks for a 

log-file with a specific admin-id and display the dialog in the support client chat-window.

In the  beginning of  this  project  we thought  that  the  support  client  was supposed to  be 

implemented on Askås web-shop solution(s) in which only people with special access could enter. 

Three weeks into the project, during a conversation with our mentor at Askås, he told us that he  

wanted the live-chat to be completely stand-alone which would require us to implement a login 

system from scratch. To develop a login system from scratch requires a database in which we can 

store user information, and we needed to develop functionality for the creation of a new user, a 

recover-password function and we needed to use encryption in order for the login to be secure. This 

was one of the reasons that the support client needed more work then the customer client and we 

had not really planned for this when we did our original planning in the product specification.

Throughout the implementation of the support client we have developed features on our 

own, features that we think will be useful for the users, but which were not mentioned by our 

mentor at Askås. We added a feature that shows the user how many cases he handels over a total  

number  of  cases.  We  added  a  feature  that  lists  all  the  users,  which  is  only  available  to 

administrators, and in this list there are options to either edit or delete a specific user. 

By using a database like MySQL we can store both users and history in an efficient way. It is 

for  example  easy  and  fast  to  determine  whether  the  logged  in  user  is  a  normal  user  or  an 

administrator by looking in that table containing users. Over time this table increased from only two 

fields (userName and userPassword) to also include: name, email and user-level.

When we later on started to work on the “search case” functionality we created the history 

table with the following fields: id, customer (name of the customer), session (session-id), message 

(the whole conversation), date (on which the case was created) and admin-id. When this table was 

set up we started to develop the function to search for elements in this table. We added “hard coded” 

values in this table for testing purposes and when the search function was working we started to 

work on a script which collects all closed cases. Bjarne, our mentor at Askås, told us about Crontab,  

how it works and that we could use this to schedule our collecting script. The script we made which 

is called: “casecollector” searches for files in the “docs” folder for log-files which are marked as 
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closed and if there is such file it will be parsed and the parts we want to use from it are stored in 

variables. These variables are then inserted in the history tables and after the insert the file will be 

removed. 

4.4 Problems and solutions

During the implementation we have tested each function before we did a commit to the SVN 

repository.  Even though we tested the code that we wrote,  a new implementation of a function 

might lead to that a previously written function would be affected and if we did not test all the 

various input alternatives we could think of, this might lead to a problem later on. 

We have had a few problems like this but since we started to test and refactor our code early 

in this project the overall time spent fixing problems was reduced. One example of this kind of 

problem occurred after the implementation of the optional name a customer can choose to enter in 

the Customer Client. We tested this function from many points of view, by alternating the input 

with different names, forbidden symbols or simply leaving it blank. We did this without discovering 

any kinds of errors and we also did not think that a name field could cause that much harm. In week 

8 we discovered that if a customer has a name like: Lars-Ove it will complicate the naming of  the  

log-file. The log-file will in this case be called: Lars-Ove-sessionid-adminnr.txt. The problem here 

is that we use “-” as a separator which means that Lars will be the name, Ove the session-id and the  

adminid will become the sessionid. This results in both the customer client and the support client 

not being able to read the file at all. The solution for this was to use a Perl function called “encode” 

which  converts  “-”  to  ASCII  code.  The  other  solution  we saw as  possible  was  to  rethink  our 

separator but since this would cause more work, and we did not have that much time, we chose the 

faster and easier solution.

We have also experienced a number of problems with the status indicator on the customer 

client. The status indicator switched from online to offline for a short period of time, even though 

there was a support agent available and in some cases this happened in an ongoing conversation 

when the support agent was online. At first we thought that the problem originated from when the 

support  client  had to  delete  the  “status” file  and then recreate  it.  We changed this  function to 

overwrite the file instead of deleting it. The problem did not occur as often as it did before we 

changed the way that the Support Client updates the file, but it still happened. We started to change 

the time intervals during which we check if the file is older then what was specified but the problem 

did not go away completely. We still have not figured out a solution that makes this error go away 
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but after consulting with Bjarne, he felt as this was not a big issue and therefore we chose not to 

spend any more time on it.

During our performance test we found a bug that made the support client stop working. This 

bug occurred when the user tampered with the cookie for the session-id on the customer client. By 

using a JavaScript to remove the value of this cookie, it will make the support client unable to parse 

the file name as we want and therefore this cased the whole customer list to display a “500 internal 

server error” and there is way to go fix this from the support client. One option was to remove that  

specific log-file and the method that parse all the files will work fine again. However, we found a 

better solution that solves this issue. The solution we found was to add an extra check before the 

log-file is created. If the session-id is empty, no log-file will be created. This was a rare bug and a 

normal user would not have discovered it, but of course we had to fix this problem since it would 

crash the support client.

We have one unresolved problem left, running the support client in the web-browser called 

Internet Explorer. The customer client works fine, it does not look as good as in any other browser 

like Google Chrome but it works. The support client however does not work well at all. The login 

works but it seems as though the JavaScript will not load correctly. The support client does not 

create a “status file” which is one of the first methods that is executed after a successful login. If a 

user logs in to the support client it will not affect the other support clients at all but it is still not a  

good reason to leave it be. We found this problem very close to the end and we did not have time  

enough to find a solution that would solve this issue. The reason why we found this issue is simply 

because we have been using Ubuntu as our operating system with Firefox and Chromium as our 

web-browsers  which  our  solution  works  fine  on.  We  found  this  problem  during  our  second 

performance run and with two weeks to the opposition/presentation this is not our priority but we 

will add this to the list of “future work”.

4.5 Comparison with a similar solution

There are many web-based live-chat applications available online. The ones which looks 

promising often cost money and in some cases you have to pay a monthly fee in order to obtain a 

licence. The live-chat that we will compare our version to is LiveChat from LiveChat, inc [59]. This 

solution can be bought in 3 different versions, basic (1 operator), premium (5 operators) and pro (10 

operators). Additional operators cost $19 each. In this comparison we are using the 30 day trial 

version without limitations. 
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After the account is created we received a script which we put in a header on the web-page 

that  we want  this  LiveChat  on.  From this  point  a  working live-chat  has  been established.  The 

customer client has the following features from scratch: the operator's name, which is displayed 

next  to  a  picture  of  a  smiling  man,  and his  title,  which  is  shown as  “Support  Operator”.  The 

customer client  also has 3 small  buttons  where 2 of  them are meant  to  be used for  rating the 

operator by a thumbs up or down and then a button for sending an e-mail to the customer with the 

entire  conversation.  Alongside  these  features,  they  have  a  chat-window,  a  message  field  for 

questions and a feature which makes it possible to re-open closed cases. 

The “dashboard” as LiveChat inc calls it, which is used by administrators and operators, has 

almost the same layout as in our solution, which is not that strange considering that a normal chat 

needs to have certain elements in order to work efficiently. The customers are ordered in a list to the 

left and to the right there is a big chat-window and beneath the chat-window there is a message-box 

for answers. By clicking on different names in the customer-list, different conversations appear in 

the chat-window. Other similar features that we could find was “chat history”, which in our solution 

is the same as search case, “stop case” which we call “close case” and the ability to add, remove, 

edit and change user-levels. Apart from the features that we have in common, LiveChat also has a 

“transfer” button which can be used to transfer customer “a” to operator “2” if they both agree on it. 

There is a monitor tool that can show statistics in the form of graphs. One for the customer 

client usage and one for keywords that have been used by the user on the website. It is also possible  

to change some of the content that will appear on the customer client, for instance by logging in via  

Facebook (instead of entering name and email the user just logins to his/hers Facebook account) 

and adding a picture above the customer client button a user needs to press to show the client which 

they call an “Eye-catcher”. 

Since LiveChat is not released as open source it is not possible to compare the code between 

the different solutions. What we can see, without looking at code, is that they are using a lot of 

Javascript and cookies. It is however hard to determine which language they are using besides pure 

HTML code. We have only figured out the purpose of one of the cookies: to store a session-id.

This LiveChat solution has everything that our solution offers and more but there are a few 

benefits to using our version in its current state. For example, the graphical user interface cannot be 

changed at all, neither on the customer client nor on the “dashboard”. In our solution this is done by 

editing the .css file for both the support client and customer client so that it fulfils the customers 

needs in terms of design. It is also difficult to know what kind of security the LiveChat solution has, 

in regards to storing customer details in terms of history, names and e-mails which in our case we 

have full control over. Even though our solution might need some better security we at least know 
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how secure it is and therefore we know how safe the customer can feel. Many of the features that 

LiveChat has, that we do not, have been discussed during our experiment but due to the limited time 

we have not been able to develop and implement these features for our solution. We really liked the 

statistics,  that  were  displayed  in  detailed  graphs,  which  we  never  thought  of  when  we  were 

developing  our  solution.  These  graphs  showed  statistics  over  how  many  customers  there  was 

browsing the page and for how long they had been connected to it.

After comparing our solution with a commercial solution like LiveChat we feel happy about 

our product results when considering our limited time and the fact that we were new to Perl and had 

little experience with jQuery. 

4.6 Project Evaluation

The  project  has  gone  really  well  and  if  we  look  at  the  initial  specified  goals  and  our 

prototype we have met all the criteria and also added a lot of extra goals that we defined as the 

project progressed. Since neither of us had any prior experience with Perl and very little experience 

with jQuery we spent the initial 2-3 weeks learning Perl and refreshing our memory when it came to 

jQuery/JavaScript but we feel as though we produced a working prototype relatively fast. 

The really rewarding part of this project has been the freedom we have been given when it  

comes to developing new features. Askås felt that it would be more beneficial for us, and for them, 

if they gave us greater freedom to test new ideas without having to consult them every step of the 

way. When developing this way you are really forced to think outside the box and try to think of 

ways to improve your product. 

To make us actively think on our feet and work more as a consultant, rather than just a 

programmer, the specification and goals were not fully defined. In the beginning we felt as though a 

little more guidance might have been necessary but with our project now finished we feel like we 

have learned much more what it means today to work in the IT-business where today a person that 

can act as both a programmer and a consultant working closely with the customer is much more 

valued than just a programmer. Most of the Askås employees today develop the product as well as  

handle the interaction with the customer.

Working with Perl as the main development language has been a great experience. Learning 

another  language is  always  good and in our experience,  the more programming languages you 

know, the easier it is to learn a new one when that is required of you. Perl also works very well with 

jQuery and our programming skill-set has, in our eyes, been greatly improved.
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 Figure 4.1: Our expectation how Figure 4.2: How our time was spent

    our time would be spent in %        during the experiment in %

Our expectation of how our time would be spent when we wrote our specification for the 

project was as in figure 4.1. When we wrote the specification we thought the client and server part  

of our Live-Chat would use a server that would handle the communication between the two but then 

Askås told us they wanted the server part to be stand-alone and that it would have its own log-in 

system with its own database for storing users. Since we chose this solution, the server part has 

taken longer to develop. In addition, we had to create a database and functions in both the client and 

server parts in order to communicate with the database. 

The documentation for the experiment only took us about 2 days to write, but Askås did not 

require  that  the  documentation  be  too  extensive  and  the  documentation  we  wrote  covered 

everything they requested.

Towards the end of the project we spent a fair amount of time re factoring and commenting 

the code in order for it to be handed off to another developer for further development. We felt like  

our time management during the project was good, at least when you look at the development time 

for the prototype. On the dissertation part however our time management could have been better.  

Some of our drafts lacked clarity since we had not managed our time that well but we learned a lot 

from this and we are better prepared for similar situations in the future.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

This  chapter  will  summarize  the  project,  how  the  work  with  the  experiment  and  the 

dissertation writing has progressed. We will also present our ideas for further development of the 

Live-Chat prototype and present a conclusion.

5.1 The Project

The purpose of the project was to create a stand-alone Live-Chat module to Askås already 

existing web-shop solution. The Live-Chat will act as a complement to the already existing support 

functions, such as email- and phone-support. The Live-Chat was developed from scratch since no 

prototype existed.

5.2 Project Evaluation

The project has gone very well and has been a rewarding and enriching experience. The 

development environment used was Geany which was familiar  to us, however the development 

language (Perl) was completely new which meant we experienced a bit of a learning curve at the 

start of the project. Since the specification was not fully completed at the start of the project, time 

was spent initially on defining the project before work began on the prototype implementation /

(demonstration prototype).  The project was really interesting and because we were able to work 

freely most of the time it really made us evolve as programmers and since we also spent a lot of 

time discussing various issues and how to develop and implement  new features, we feel as though 

our ability to work as consultants has also been greatly improved. 

At the final demonstration of the prototype we received positive feedback. Suggestions were 

given about some of the features we had not managed to develop and implement yet due to the time  

constraints. These features are mentioned in section 5.3 about further development.

A key feature of the project, that enabled us to work as efficiently as we did, was the work 

environment at Askås where we could always seek out assistance when we needed it and the co-

workers showed much interest in our project which was fun.

Since we found the project so interesting, we spent more hours than the curriculum specifies 

on the development of the Live-Chat prototype. In retrospect, some of the hours we spent on the 

prototype might have been better spent on the dissertation but we feel satisfied with our thesis as 

well.
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5.3 Further Development

The prototype of the Live-Chat we developed has the functionality which was listed in the 

production description and additional features. We will discuss some features that we think would 

be helpful and useful to have in the Live-Chat, for it to be considered complete.

We will separate the work into categories of new functionality, GUI, language and then we 

will present and describe how “template-toolkit” could be useful in a future version. 

5.3.1 New functionality

In the Customer Client we feel that a few features are missing that can be helpful for the 

customer which will make his/her overall experience with the Live-Chat better. We feel that the 

most prioritized function should be the integration with Askås web-shop solution. If the integration 

was  implemented  we  could,  given  that  the  customer  is  logged  in  to  the  web-store,  retrieve 

information about  the customer which the support  agent  can then use to  access  the customer's 

previous conversations in the “search case” feature and therefore the support will be smoother and 

faster which leads to a overall better experience. 

The next improvement for the Customer Client would be an option to send an e-mail with 

the chat conversation. A feature like this would require integration with the Askås web-shop which 

would give access to the customer's e-mail. An alternative would be to give the customer an option 

to enter the e-mail that he/she would like the mail to be sent to. This feature can be helpful for the 

customer since the customer can subsequently go back and look at the conversation if the same 

issue occurs again.

A third feature for the Customer Client would be to show the name of the support agent that 

the customer is chatting with. This feature in our opinion does not have as high a priority as the 

other 2 since the support agent could just as well start his answer to the customer by giving his/her 

name. For example: “Hello (customer name), my name is “Example” and...”.

5.3.2 Problem that needs a closer look 

We encountered a problem very late during this project that we have discussed in chapter 4. 

The problem occurs when a user tries to use the support client with the web-browser called Internet 

Explorer. The log-in works fine, the user will be redirected and the authentication works, however, 

the JavaScript does not seem to call the methods as we want them to. For example, no “status file” 

is  created which is one of the first methods to be executed. This problem will not affect other users 

on the  customer  client  or  the  support  client.  Since  no “status  file”  is   created,  no user  on the 
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customer client will be appointed to this support agent. There will be no problem on the support 

client either but of course this issue needs to be solved at some point in order to be able to offer this  

solution to as many people as possible without forcing them to use another web-browser then they 

are used to.

5.3.3 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

As we have discussed in  chapter  4 we decided early on in this  project  to  focus on the 

functionality and leave the graphics for later work. During the development of the live-chat we did 

keep further development of the graphics in mind and therefore we tried to keep the HTML code 

structured, by making class names to all HTML elements and also making a stylesheet (.css file) 

which could be used as a “template”.

5.3.4 Language

The language in the live-chat is now “hardcoded” and for now the Customer Client is in 

Swedish and the Support Client is in English. Both we and Askås would like to implement the  

option to switch between languages. We did not have time to implement this during the project and 

Askås did not have this in the product specification and only mentioned this as a “to-do” if there 

was time left.

5.3.5 Template-toolkit

In our solution we have written HTML code inside the Perl scripts. There are many ways to 

write code in Perl and to write HTML in Perl. The way we wrote HTML code in our scripts, is 

considered the old way of doing it. During the project development we tried a few other ways. We 

tried to follow the CGI-standard, using startHTML / endHTML tags but one method that we wished 

we knew about  earlier  was the  “Template-toolkit”-method.  Template-toolkit  is  module  for  Perl 

which separates the HTML code from the Perl script. In the HTML code it is possible to write tags. 

An example of this tag can look like this: [% hello %] and hello is the destination for the Perl 

variable $hello which for example might be set to “Hello World”. The tags can be placed in any 

HTML element such as in a <p></p> element. The way this work is very similar to how asp.NET 

and MVC (Model View Controller) works.
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5.4 Conclusions

We both feel  as though this  project  has greatly improved our skill  in  development  of a 

prototype from scratch. We have become better programmers but also we have become better at 

working towards a common goal with very little or no guidance at all which today is not at all  

uncommon. In order to determine the goal for the prototype we had to try and work as closely with 

the project owners as possible but at times this was not easy to do, because they did not always have 

time to spare. Since we sometimes had very limited time with the project owners, we had to manage 

the time that we did have well, in order for the development not to suffer. This is a great experience 

to have in the business world today.
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Appendix A: List of Abbreviations

AJAX Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
API Application Programming Interface
CGI Common Gateway Interface

CSS Cascading Style Sheets
DBMS Database Management System
ER Entity Relationship
GUI Graphical User Interface
HTML Hypertext Mark-up Language
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HTTPS HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure
IDE Integrated Development Environment
IRC Instant Relay Chat

MUT MultiUser Talk

SQL Structured Query Language
SVN Subversion
VoIP Voice over IP
XML Extensible Markup Language
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Appendix B: Documentation – Live-Chat prototype

General

We used a MySQL database with two tables as displayed in figure B.1:

        Figure B.1: ER-Diagram of the database tables

Modules we used in Perl:

• Mail::SendMail
• DBI
• CGI
• CGI qw(:standard)
• CGI::Cookie
• CGI::Carp qw(fatalsToBrowser)
• HTML::Entities
• POSIX qw(strftime)
• Encode
• File::Stat

We have also enables “warnings” and “strict” in all our scripts.

Folders that are necessary and require read- and write-permissions are: docs, status and pw-
recovery. These folders should be in the cgi-bin folder.
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Files created in Perl

init-chat.pl

This script allows the user to set the database values. The file- and folder-permission are then set 
and two database tables are created (support_users and support_history).

• start()

This subroutine checks if the URL value of funk is equal to that of inits. If they are the same, 
createCookieConfigFile() is executed and depending on whether or not the validation is successful 
or not the method returns either 1 or 0, where 1 is wrong and 0 means the validation passed. If 0 is 
returned drawHtmlComplete() is executed, otherwise drawHtmlPage() is executed with inputError 
as a parameter.

• drawHtmlPage()

This subroutine takes the parameter inputError, which is used in those cases where the 
validation was unsuccessful. HTML code is printed in the form of a div that contains a form. This 
form contains a hidden input field with name: funk and value: init. The remaining input fields that 
are displayed are host, database, port, username, password and salt.

• drawHtmlComplete()

This subroutine displays HTML code in the form of a div where a confirmation is printed 
out to inform the user that the init was successful.

• setPermissions()

Loops through all the files in the array and uses chmod 755 on them. The number 
successful/unsuccessful chmods are printed out. When the files are chmodded, the folders that are 
used also get chmoddded and the results are printed out.

• createMysqlConfigFile()

This subroutine takes in the parameters host, database, port, username, password and salt.
A textfile, mysql-conf.txt, is created and placed in the folder mysql-conf. The parameters are 
checked to make sure they have a value, and if so the file is opened and the parameters are written 
to that file, each on its own row. The method then returns 0 or 1 depending on if the validation was 
successful or not.

• createUserTableInDB()

This subroutine creates the user table in the database. The table has following fields: id(auto 
increment), name, userName, userPassword, admin and email. If a user table already exists an 
errormessage is displayed, otherwise a confirmation is printed out.
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• createHistoryTableInDB()

This subroutine creates the history table in the database. The table has following fields: 
id(auto increment), customer, session, message, date and adminid. If a history table already exists 
an errormessage is displayed, otherwise a confirmation is printed out.

• createAnAdminInDB()

This subroutine creates a user in the table support_users in the database. The username is set 
to “admin” with the password “password”, both are encrypted with the salt from mysql-config.pl. 
The name of the user becomes “admin”, admin is set to “super” and the email becomes 
“admin@admin.nu”. If an error should occur an errormessage is displayed, otherwise a 
confirmation saying that the user has been added is printed out.

login.pl

In order to get permission to use the support client the user needs to log in which is done with this 
script.

• drawHtmlPage()

This subroutine prints the HTML code. The code consists of a <div> where a <form> is 
created. The form has two input fields, one for the username and one for the password. There is a 
checkbox that the user can check if he wants to log in as hidden.

• loginViaDB()

When the user logs in this method reads the input fields and saves them to temp-variables. 
All the database information that is needed such as databasename, tablename, username, password, 
host and salt is accessed through calling the subroutines that exists within “mysql-config.pl”. The 
username and password is encrypted using “Crypt()” together with the salt. We use a SQL-query 
SELECT with the encrypted variables(username, password) as “goal” (WHERE). If we get a hit, we 
take the “id” and “admin” from the corresponding row in the table “users”. If there are no matches 
then the variable “$failedLogin” is set to 1. This variable is then checked in an if-statment in 
drawHtmlPage() and if it is 1, and errormessage and a clickable link is displayed. The link takes the 
user to “forgot.pl”. In the end of this subroutine, createCookie() is executed with adminId, 
cryptUser, cryptPw and adminFlag as parameters.

• createCookie()

This subroutine takes in the parameters adminId, cryptUser, cryptPw and adminFlag. The 
method uses the subroutines in “cookie-config.pl” to set the names of all the cookies and their 
lifetime. If adminId is larger than 0 the lifetime is set to a negative number in hours. Five cookies 
are created with the names from “mysql-config.pl” and the values from the inputparameters. If 
adminId is larger than 0 the user is also redirected to supportclient.pl, otherwise drawHtmlPage() is 
executed again.
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forgot.pl

This script handles the functionality for when a user has forgotten his password. The user should 
then be able to reset the password by getting a mail sent to him.

• drawHtmlError()

This subroutine only prints HTML code, an errormessage with a clickable link that returns 
the user to “forgot.pl”.

• drawHtmlPage()

A cookie is created but with negative lifetime which means that it is removed. HTML code 
is printed in the shape of a <div> that contains a form with a hidden input field with a name “funk” 
and a value “forgot”, an input field for email and a submit button.

• start()

Checks the URL and checks if funk= forgot. If thats true, searchForEmailInDB() is executed 
with the e-mail as a parameter. If the e-mail  is in the database 1 is returned. CreateCookie() is 
executed, a header is printed out, a file is created with the help of createIdFile() with e-mail as a  
parameter, and then drawHtmlEmailFound() is executed. If the email does not exist in the database 
then the if-statement is not ok and drawHtmlError() is executed.

If funk = done then openIdFile() is run with “code” as parameter, if the file does not exist or 
if the file is empty then drawHtmlError is run. If the file contains an e-mail then drawHtmlFinal() is 
run with “code” as a parameter.

If funk= reset then openIdFile() is executed with “code” as a parameter, if the file contains 
an e-mail  then drawHtmlReset is executed with “rand” and “code” as parameters.  If the file is  
empty or if the file does not contain an e-mail then drawHtmlError() is executed.

If funk= error then drawHtmlError() is executed.
If none of the above if-statements are correct then drawHtmlPage() is executed.

• drawHtmlReset()

This subroutine takes in the values of the cookie and “code” from the URL. If the value of 
the cookie from the URL and the value of the cookie that has been created is the same then HTML 
form is displayed. The form consists of a hidden input (name: funk, value: done), another hidden 
input ( name:code, value: the value of code), an input for password and another input for password 
(re-enter password). If the value of the cookie from the URL does not match the value from the 
created cookie, a <div> is displayed that contains an error message and a click-able link that takes 
the user back to “forgot.pl”.

• drawHtmlFoundEmail()

This subroutine prints HTML code that displays a message that says that an e-mail has been 
sent with a description on what the user needs to do in order to receive a new password.
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• drawHtmlPageFinal()

This subroutine takes in “code” as a parameter from start(). A text is then printed out saying 
that the password has been changed. InsertNewPwToDB() is then run with “code” as a parameter. If 
an error occurs, it is printed out.

• createCookie()

This subroutine creates a generated string that consists of 12 signs,letters(big and small) and 
numbers. A cookie with the name “Rnd” is created with a lifetime of 1 hour.

• createIfFile()

This subroutine takes in e-mail as a parameter, and creates a 12 letter long generated string 
with mixed big&small letters and numbers. If a cookie with the name “Rnd” exists and contains a 
value, a file is created. The filename is set to the generated string that was just created. In the file  
that e-mail is written. SendMailToCust() is then executed with “code” and e-mail as parameters.

• sendMailToCust()

This  subroutine  takes  in  “code”  and  e-mail  as  parameters.  An  e-mail  (we  use  the 
Mail::SendMail module) is set up with recipient, sender, message and subject. Message is set up as 
a URL with “code” and the cookie value which results in it looking like this:

”localhost/cgi-bin/forgot.pl?funk=reset&rand=$randCookie&code=$randId".

• insertNewPwToDB()

This  subroutine  takes  in  “code”  as  parameter.  The  e-mail  is  retrieved  by  running 
openIdFile() with “code” as a parameter. Through the methods in “mysql-config” name, database, 
table name, username, password and salt is set. Username and password is encrypted with the salt. 
A SQL-Query  UPDATE  is  run  where  the  “goal”  (WHERE)  is  the  e-mail.  Error  checks  are 
conducted to make sure the passwords is not empty and that the passwords are the same. When the 
password is updated, the file is removed by using the subroutine removeIdFile() with the parameter 
“code”.

• removeIfFile()

This subroutine takes in the parameter “code”. If the file is in the folder pw-recovery, it is  
removed.

• searchForEmailInDB()

This  subroutine takes  in  e-mail  as a  parameter.  Through the methods in “mysql-config” 
database,  username, password and salt is set. A SQL-Query SELECT is run to determine if the e-
mail is in the selected table. If the e-mail exists, the variable $emailFound is set to 1. $emailFound 
is then returned.
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• openIfFile()

This subroutine takes in “code” as a parameter. In the folder pw-recovery the file is looked 
up and the first row is read which in this case is an e-mail address.

register.pl

This script is used to register new users in the support client.

• checkUserLevel()

Checks  to  make  sure  it  is  an  admin  (userlevel  =  2)  by  running  authorization()  in 
”authorization.pl”.  If  authentication()  returns  2  then  drawHtmlPage()  is  executed,  otherwise 
notAuthed() is executed.

• drawHtmlPage()

This subroutine displays the HTML code that consists of a <div> that contains a form with 
everything that is needed to create a new user. What is needed in order for a registration to be 
successful is that the user enters a name, a username (that does not already exist), password * 2 (so 
that the user does not enter an incorrect password by mistake) and whether or not the user should be 
an super admin or normal user.

• notAuthed()

This subroutine prints out an error message that says that the user does not have permission 
or is not logged in and refers to “login.pl” with a click-able link.

• addUserToDB()

Through the methods in “mysql-config.pl” we can set the connection to the database: host,  
database,  table name, username, password and salt. The parameter values from the form is stored in 
temp  variables.  User  name  and  password  is  encrypted  using  “Crypt()”  where  the  salt  is  the 
parameter. 

A SQL-Query SELECT is used to check whether a user with the same username already 
exists. Other validation include checking if the fields are not empty and if the user has entered two 
different  passwords.  If  the  validation  is  correct  then  a  SQL-Query  INSERT  is  run  and  the 
information is saved in the database table “users”.

not-authed-registration.pl

With this script you can through the browser add a new user without having a certain user-
level. This script should only be used for the recreation of the table "users" because we opted to 
save the username and password encrypted, which makes it impossible to add plain text directly in 
the database, then it will not work. Once a user has been added (with admin privileges) then this file 
is removed from the www root folder.
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• drawHtmlPage()

This subroutine displays a <div> that contains a form with everything that is required to 
create a new user.

• addUserToDB()

This subroutine uses the methods in “mysql-config.pl” to set up: host, database,  table name, 
username, password and salt. 

Name, username, password, re-password and super is acquired through the parameternames. 
User name and password is encrypted with “Crypt()” where salt is the only parameter value.

Firstly a SQL-Query SELECT is used to determine if a user with the same username already 
exists in the database. If the username is available a SQL-Query INSERT is executed. Validation for 
password, name and so on is performed and after that the INSERT is run. If the insert is successful a 
message is printed otherwise an error message is displayed (one for every fault).

loggedout.pl

• drawHtmlPage()

This subroutine only prints out a message that informs the user that he is logged and a button 
that can redirect the user back to login.pl

casecollector.pl

This script collects all the cases which is marked as “closed”, for example  closed-sD242sAd2-
admin2.txt. This script can be configured in the Unix schedule program called Crontab to be ran at a 
specific time which makes it possible to run this script at every night at 00:00.

• getClosedCases

This subroutine search in the folder called “docs” for log-files which are marked as closes. 
In there is such a file the method readInClosedCase() with the file-name as parameter.

• readInClosedCases()

This subroutine receives the file-name from getClosedCases.  The file is  opened and the 
parsing begins. On row 2 we get the date on which the log-file was created and on row 4 and forth 
we get the conversation. The conversation is parsed to get rid of the “type” and “time” and then the 
conversation gets appended to a new variable. To get the customer's name, session-id and which 
admin it was that server during this case we split the file-name. When all this parsing is done the 
method insertCasesToDB() is executed with customer name, session-id, admin, conversation, date 
and file-name as parameters. 
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• insertCasesToDB()

This subroutine receives customer name, session-id, admin, conversation, date and the file-
name from readInClosedCases(). We read in the script called “mysql-config” in order to get the 
connection to the database up. The variables we get from “mysql-config” are: host, database, table-
name, username and password. A SQL-Query INSERT to the database table called history is done 
with the all the variables we received from readInClosedCases() except the file-name. When the 
insert is completed the method removeFile() is executed with the file-name as the only parameter. 

• removeFile()

This subroutine receives the file-name and search through the folder called “docs” for that 
specific file, if the file is found it will be removed.

mysql-config.pl

In this script the settings for connecting to a MySQL database is set. The settings are collected from 
the file mysql-conf.txt in the folder mysql-conf which is created after a user has used the init-chat.pl 
script. The subroutines in this script returns the variables values so that you can use them in other 
scripts and in that way you only have to change in one location.

• readInMysqlConf()

Reads in the file mysql-conf.txt which in the folder mysql-conf. The contents in the file is 
read in  to  an array.  With the help of  this  array you can set  values  of  the variables host,  port, 
database, user, pw and salt.

• getHost()
returns host (ex. localhost)

• getDatabase()
returns database (ex. test)

• getUser()
returns user (ex. root)

• getPw()
returns pw ( root password)

• getTableName()
returns tableName ( the tables name)

• getSalt()
returns salt (the salt is used in those places where crypt() is used)
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authorization.pl

This script handles the control of which userlevel a user has.

• authorization()

This subroutine uses the subroutines in “cookie-config.pl” in order to collect the values of 
all the cookies that the support client uses.

Through the subroutines in “mysql-config.pl” we can set the connection to the database: 
host, database, table name, username and pw. A SQL-Query SELECT is used to acquire userlevel, 
this is done by checking if the user exists and if the user is listed as super in the column “admin” in 
the database. If the user exists but is not listed as super, it means that it is an normal user and is 
given userlevel = 1. If the user exists and is listed as super then that user gets the userlevel = 2.

cookie-config.pl

This script is used to get the names, values and lifetime of the cookies that are used in for example  
supportclient.pl. 

• getAdminCookieName()
returns the name of the cookie that contains id for admin.

• getAdminCookieValue()
returns the value of  admin which is an id for a logged in admin.

• getHiddenCookieName()
returns the name of the ”hidden” cookie.

• getHiddenCookieValue()
returns the value of the ”hidden” cookie.

• getPwCookieName()
returns the name of the cookie that contains password.

• getPwCookieValue()
returns the value of the cookie that contains password.

• getSuperCookieName()
returns the name of the cookie that contains userlevel (”super” = userlevel 2).

• getSuperCookieValue()
returns the value of the cookie that contains  userlevel (”super” = userlevel 2).

• getUserCookieName()
returns the name of the cookie that contains  username.

• getUserCookieValue()
returns the value of the cookie that contains  username.

• getNegCookieDuration()
returns lifetime the cookie will have, - hours.

• getPlusCookieDuration()
returns lifetime the cookie will have, + hours.
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edit-user.pl

This script is used to alter certain information about a specific user.

• start()

This subroutine checks the parameters in the URL. If funk=id then drawHtmlPage() is run 
with the value of the parameter  “user”.  Else if  funk=update drawHtmlUpdate()  is  run with the 
values of the parameters “user” and “name”. If neither of these match, drawHtmlError() is executed.

• drawHtmlPage()

This  subroutine  takes  in  “id”  as  a  parameter  and  prints  out  HTML  code  and  then 
showUserDetails() is run with “id” as a parameter.

• drawHtmlError()

This subroutine prints out an error message that says the user was not found.

• drawHtmlUpdate()

This subroutine takes in “id”, “name”, “email” and “admin” (super or not) as parameters. An 
HTML header is then printed out and after that updateUserInDB() is executed with “id”, “name”, 
“email” and “adminid” as parameters.

• checkUserLevel()

Checks to make sure that it is a super admin (userlevel = 2) by running authorization() in 
“authorization.pl”. If authorization() returns 2, drawHtmlPage() is run, otherwise notAuthed() is 
run.

• notAuthed()

This subroutine prints out an error message that says that the user does not have permission 
or is not logged in and refers to “login.pl” with a click-able link.

• updateUserInDB()

This subroutine takes in “id”, “name”, “email” and “admin” (super or not) as parameters. 
Through the  subroutines  in  “mysql-config.pl”  we can  set  the  connection  to  the  database:  host, 
database, table name, username and pw. SQL-Query UPDATE is used where the values

• showUserDetails()

This subroutine takes in “id” as a parameter. Through the subroutines in “mysql-config.pl” 
we can set the connection to the database: host, database, table name, username and pw by running 
the subroutines getHost() etc. To get the user information we use a SQL-Query SELECT where we 
get name, userName, userPassword, admin, email from the table “users” where the goal (WHERE) 
is the “id” that was put in as a parameter. We print out HTML code consisting of a <div> which 
contains a <form>. The form is  filled with the information taken from the database.  Since the 
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userName and userpassword are saved as encrypted in the database there is no point in writing these 
out in the form. If you as a user want to change password you have to use the “password recovery” 
in “forgot.pl”. The form also consists of two hidden input fields, where one of them has the name:  
funk with the value: update and the other has the name: user with the value: id.

delete-user.pl

This script is used to remove a specific user from the database.

• start()

This  subroutine  checks  the  parameters  in  the  URL.  If  funk=id  then  drawHtmlPage()  is 
executed with “user” as a parameter. Else if funk= delete then drawHtmlComplete() with “remove” 
as a parameter is executed. Otherwise drawHtmlError() is executed.

• checkUserLevel()

Checks to make sure that it is a super admin (userlevel = 2) by running authorization() in 
“authorization.pl”. If authorization() returns 2, drawHtmlPage() is run, otherwise notAuthed() is 
run.

• notAuthed()

This subroutine prints out an error message that says that the user does not have permission 
or is not logged in and refers to “login.pl” with a click-able link.

• drawHtmlPage()

This  subroutine  takes  in  “id”  as  a  parameter  and  prints  out  HTML  code  and  then 
deleteUserConf() is run with “id” as a parameter.

• drawHtmlError()

This subroutine prints out an error message that says the user was not found.

• drawHtmlComplete()

This subroutine takes in “id” as a parameter. A HTML header is then printed out and after 
that deleteUserFromDB() is executed with “id” as a parameter.

• deleteUserConf()

This subroutine takes in “id” as a parameter. Through the subroutines in “mysql-config.pl” 
we can set the connection to the database: host, database, table name, username and pw by running 
the subroutines getHost() etc. To get the user information we use a SQL-Query SELECT where we 
get name, userName, userPassword, admin, email from the table “users” where the goal (WHERE) 
is the “id” that was put in as a parameter. We print out HTML code consisting of a <div> which 
contains a <form>. The form is filled with the information taken from the database.  The form also 
consists of two hidden input fields, where one of them has the name: funk with the value: delete and 
the other has the name: remove with the value: id. If there is no such user then an error message is 
displayed saying that there is no such user.
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• deleteUserFromDB()

This subroutine takes in “id” as a parameter. Through the subroutines in “mysql-config.pl” 
we can set the connection to the database: host, database, table name, username and pw by running 
the subroutines  getHost()  etc.  A SQL-Query DELETE removes the user from the table  “users” 
where the goal (WHERE) is the “id”. A message is printed out that the user with the id: “id” has 
been removed.

supportclient.pl

This script is the main part of the support client. This script have a search function, user editing, 
case read and close functions and more. 

• adminMenu()

This subroutine adds more buttons to the menu, for the users who log in with a user-level 2. 
If the subroutine authorization from the autorization.pl returns 0 it means that the user is not logged 
in, 1 = normal user and if it returns 2 it is a super/admin user.

• adminTools()

This  subroutine  show  all  the  registered  user  when  the  user  presses  the  button  “list  all 
registered  user. The subroutine authorization from autorization.pl returns 0 it means that the user is 
not logged in, 1 = normal user and if it returns 2 it is a super/admin user. This is done both in  
adminMenu()  and adminTools()  for  security purposes,  it  is  very important  that  no one but  the 
administrator edit, delete and add users.

• checkUserLevel()

Checks so that the user level is 1 or 2, if  this is true then drawHtmlPage() is executed, 
otherwise the method notAuthed() will be executed instead. 

• closeCase()

Changes the name of the log-file that will be marked as closed. After this name change, the 
file will have its original name but with the modification that closed- is added in the front. 

• createLogFIle()

This subroutine is used to write to the existing log-file which was created by the user on the 
customer client. When the support agent writes a message this will be appended to the log-file along 
with the letter A (answer) and the time followed by the message.

• drawHtmlPage()

This  subroutine  prints  out  all  the  HTML code  for  the  support  client.  Multiple  <div>s, 
<form>s and more. This HTML is styled with the .css file called stylesheet.css.
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• getNewCases()

Searches trough the folder called “docs” for files that includes the logged in support agent's 
ID but is not yet marked as closed. These file-names which will be returned after the search is done  
will be inserted into an array and then sent to the method called readInCases().

• readInCases()

Receives an array with the file-names from the method getNewCases(). The information in 
this array will be separated and is then shown in the <div> called customerList as click-able links.

• getNumberOfCases()

This method searched trough the folder “docs” for log-files that is not yet marked as closed. 
The files that does not include closed- is calculated to a variable called totalCases and the cases that  
belongs to the logged in support agent which is not closed will be calculated and stored in the  
variable ownCases. When this is completed the number of active cases for the logged in support 
agent / total amount of cases is sent to a <div> on the support client. 

• listAllUsers()

This subroutine sets up the connection to the database with he help from the script called 
“mysql-config.pl”. From that script we get the variables: host, database, table-name, username and 
password by calling for example getHost(). Via a SQL-Query SELECT we get id, name and e-mail. 
This is printed to a HTML table in which we also add buttons for edit and delete. 

• logout()

This subroutine creates cookies with the experience time -3 hours which will remove the 
current cookies and thereby forcing the user to use the login again to make the system more secure. 

• notAuthed()

This subroutine prints HTML code. An error message is printed to the user and tells him that 
the login failed or that this user simply does not have permission to enter this page.

• readInFile()

This subroutine runs getNewCase() to get the path to the wished file. That file will be parsed 
with the help of all the “tabs” that is done in these log-files. The 4 rows at the top is ignored and the 
rest is splitted in to 3 groups: type, time and message. Type is used to determine if it is a question or  
an answer and this is later used to set the coloring in an list (<li>) to seperate in the chat windows. 

• SearchCaseInDB() 

This subroutine sets up the connection to the database with he help from the script called 
“mysql-config.pl”. From that script we get the variables: host, database, table-name, username and 
password by calling for example getHost(). The SQL-Query which is used checks in the database 
table called history. The SQL-Query will change depending on what the user chose in the drop-
down menu. From the input field we get the “key” which is what this SQL-Query will look for. 
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Each result will be a click-able link that have hidden classes that only is shown when a user presses 
this link. If the user clicks on that link and want to hide it again he/she simply click on the link 
again. 

• setStatusOnline()

This  subroutine  checks  if  the  user  is  logged in as  “hidden/offline-mode”.  If  the  user  is 
logged in as “hidden” nothing else will happen in this method but if the user is logged on in a 
normal mode a file will be created in the folder called “status”. The file will be named admin”the 
admin's id”.txt, for example admin2.txt. The id is received from the cookie which was created upon 
login. 

• setStatusOffline()

This subroutine removes the file in the folder “status” for the user that is logged in.

• showAsOnline()

This subroutine removes the cookie called “hidden” by editing the value to 0 and the expire 
time to -3 hours. 

• updateStatusFile()

Checks if the status file in the folder called “status” is older then 181 seconds, if that is the 
case then the method setStatusOnline() is executed. This is done to avoid users on the customer 
client to be appointed to a support agent who did not log out correctly. 

• start()

This subroutine checks the URL-adress after  “funk”, HTTP.GET from the jQuery,  as an 
example. 
If funk equals "showmessage", run readInFile(). 
Else if funk equals "conversation" run createLogFile(). 
Else if funk equals "setStatusOnline" run setStatusOnline().
Else if funk equals "setStatusOffline" run setStatusOffline().
Else if funk equals "updateStatusFile" run updateStatusFile().
Else if funk equals "goOffline" run logout().
Else if funk equals "closeCase" run closeCase() with hiddenFileNr as parameter.
Else if funk equals "readInCases" run getNewCase().
Else if funk equals "listAllUsers" run listAllUsers().
Else if funk equals "showAsOnline" run showAsOnline().
Else if funk equals "searchCase" run searchCase().
Else if funk equals "numberOfActiveCases" run getNumberOfCases().
Else if funk equals "search" run searchCaseInDB().
Else if funk equals "showDetails" run searchCaseInDB().
Else if drawHtmlPage().
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customerclient.pl

The customer client is the part of the Live-Chat that the customer uses. It shows two fields 
where the customer can enter a name and their question to the support. If the customer then presses
the button, the chat is started and is displayed in the chat-window.

• mainFrame()

This subroutine is responsible for creating most of the graphics in the shape of HTML code.

• createLogFile()

This method creates the actual log-file or updates the log-files current content. It gathers up 
all  the necessary variables and then creates a log-file that is  named after customerId-sessionId-
adminId. The method then checks if this file already exists and in that case the new message is 
added to that file, otherwise a new file is created.

• getAdminId()

This method is responsible for assigning a new customer to an admin that can handle the  
customers case. This is done mainly by checking which of the active admins has the least amount of 
active cases. The method contains some errorhandling for times when there are no admins online or  
in the cases when an admin already has been assigned the case but there are other admins with a 
less  amount  of  active  cases  and  then  the  method  should  return  the  right  adminId  instead  of 
switching to a new admin.

• getCaseRatio()

This subroutine calculates a quota that is used to control if there starts to become a high 
number of active cases for the support admins. It reads in the number of active admins and the 
number of active cases and returns cases divided by admins to get a quota called caseRatio.

• getStatus()

This subroutine is used to control whether the admin is still online. It does this by checking 
if the adminfile still exists and is not to old ( not updated for 240 seconds ). If  the adminfile does  
not exist or if its to old, “Offline” is displayed, otherwise “Online”.

• isClosed()

isClosed() is executed readInFile() to check whether a file with the same sessionId exists but 
with the status “closed”. If there is such a file, then the filename of that file is returned, otherwise  
undef is returned.

• reOpen()

This subroutine is used to open previously closed cases. ReOpen() gets the filename and 
renames it by removing “closed-” in the beginning of the filename which makes the log-file active 
again.
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• getCustomerId()

Gathers in the customer name from a cookie, if there is nothing in the cookie a check is 
made to see if there is a new customer name given from the name input field. In that case the new 
customer name is written to the cookie. If there is no name given, then “Guest” is returned and 
written to the cookie.

• createCookie()

Method  that  creates  a  cookie  with  the  session  value  that  is  given  from  the  randomly 
generated scalar usersession. This method also creates a cookie with the username which in the 
beginning is undefined. Both cookies have a lifespan of 3 hours at the moment.

• readInFile()

Method that reads in the active content of the log-file and prints it in the chat-window. The 
text is colour coded depending on who wrote the specific line.

Files created in JQuery

chatClient.js

chatClient.js  is  the  jQuery  file  that  is  used  in  customerclient.pl  to  handle  the  dynamic 
updates of the content. Immediately when the page is loaded ShowMessages() and getStatus() is run 
and will keep executing with a  5 second interval.

• ShowMessages()

This function is responsible for displaying the content in the chat-window by collecting the 
information that comes from the customer client and then print this in a <div>. This function also 
has handling of different cases such as if a case is closed or if the support is offline. If the support is 
offline this function hides the chat-window and the two input fields. If a case is closed a message is  
shown in the chat-window where the user can choose to re-open his/her case.

• getStatus()

This function is responsible for displaying if the support is currently online. If the function 
gets “Offline” from the customerclient.pl it will print out “Offline” in red text, otherwise “Online” 
in green text.

• openCase()

This function is executed if the customer clicks on the link that is displayed in the chat-
window when a case has been previously been marked as closed. When this function is executed the 
subroutine reOpen() in customerclient.pl will execute.
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chatSupport.js

chatSupport.js  is  the  jQuery  file  that  is  used  in  supportclient.js  to  handle  the  dynamic 
updates of the content. Immediately when the page is loaded, GetMessage(), updateStatusFile() and 
readInCases() are executed. GetMessage() and readInCases() is run with 5 second intervals and 
updateStatusFile with a  20 second interval  and numberOfActiveCases()  is  run with a  6 second 
interval.

When the page is loaded the Send-buttons click-function, and when the user clicks send a 
check is made to see whether the message contains anything and then the content is  posted to 
supportclient.pl, the textfield is cleared and GetMessage() is executed.

The clickfunction for the Search-button in searchCase is started and when the user presses 
the button a check is made to see whether the message contains anything and then the content in the 
input field is posted as the searchvalue (keyValue) and the selected item in the scrollist is posted as 
selectValue. Then the input textfield is cleared and the result is displayed in displayResult.

• GetMessage()

GetMessage takes in the data from supportclient.pl and this data contains the content that is 
to be printed out in the chat-window. GetMessage() also takes in the parameter fname, which says 
which of the logs that should be displayed in the main chat-window (chatWindowSupport).

• closeCase()

Runs  the  closeCase()  subroutine  in  supportclient.pl   with  the  parameter  fname  that 
determines which of the cases should be closed.

• listAllUsers()

Runs the listAllUsers() subroutine in supportclient.pl. If the <div> adminTools is hidden, it 
will be shown, otherwise hide it.

• numberOfActiveCases()

Runs the updateStatusFile() subroutine in supportclient.pl.

• readInCases()

Runs  the  getNewCase()  subroutine  in  supportclient.pl  and  displays  the  results  in  the 
customerList window.

• searchCases()

Function to show the search-window(searchDiv) where there is a input-field, a dropdown-
meny and search-button.

• setStatusOnline()

Runs the showAsOnline() subroutine in supportclient.pl.
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• setStatusOffline()

Runs the showAsOffline() subroutine in supportclient.pl.

• showAsOffline()

Runs the showAsOnline() subroutine in supportclient.pl.

• showDetails()

Runs  searchCaseInDB()  subroutine  in  supportclient.pl.  Takes  in  the  parameter  id  that 
determines which of the cases that will be displayed.

• updateStatusFile()

Runs the updateStatusFile() subroutine in supportclient.pl.

startWidget.js

This jQuery file creates a button in a <div> that has the class: chatclient-container. Only 
when a user clicks the button a <iframe> with the source: customerclient.pl is generated. If the user 
clicks the button again, the <iframe> is hidden. A check is made so that the <iframe> is not created 
if there already is one.

Stylesheets

stylesheet.css

Is used in the following files:
• supportclient.pl
• login.pl
• forgot.pl
• register.pl
• loggedout.pl
• not-authed-registration.pl
• edit-user.pl
• delete-user.pl
• init-chat.pl

stylesheetx.css

Is used in the following file:
• customerclient.pl
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Widget

To make customerclient.pl act as a widget on a external page it is required that you add the 
jQuery script: startWidget.js and that you create a <div class=”chatclient-container”>. The size of 
the <iframe> is determined in startWidget.js but other design aspects in the form of .CSS must be 
made.
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